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 Main Features: * Increase in the number of samples in the solo samples bank. The range in the Solo samples bank is now –3 to
+3. * New Magnitude LFO controls: the pitch, filter, and pitch modulation controls. * A new Equalization feature with 3 main
settings: * A: less distorted sound in the very low frequencies. * B: even higher distortion in the very low frequencies. * C: high

distortion and more mids and highs. * When you increase the Equalization the mids and highs will be less distorted and
therefore more treble sound. * NEW EXTRA LEVELS: * Very Low Frequency BASS: new levels available. * Very High

Frequency TREBLE: new levels available. * Sound Effects have been enhanced. * Fine Tune and UREI have been added to the
DAW Software Tools panel. * VOLUME CONTROLS: * The new “Very Low Frequency Bass” has been added. It controls the

bass signal and therefore the “very low frequency” range. This fine tuning is done on a channel basis. * The “Very High
Frequency Treble” has been added. It controls the treble range and it is applied on a channel basis. * The “Sound Effects” knob
controls the sound effect signal and it is applied on a channel basis. * The “Fine Tune” and the “UREI” knobs are available only

on the Master Channel and are also applied on a channel basis. * NEW SHAPES: * The Wave Shaper now lets you create
shapes based on pitches in 2 ways. Either: * Program specific notes: Each note has a different shape. For instance, C major has
a D minor shape, C minor has a D major shape, C# major has a E minor shape, D major has an E major shape and so on. Or: *
Individual shapes: The sound in the Wave Shaper is made from the difference between the current sound wave and the previous
one. When the wave is not changing, it remains the same. To create a new shape: 1. Select “Create new”. 2. Adjust the Pitch. 3.
Adjust the shape. To assign a shape to a particular note press Shift+Space. To assign the “Program Shapes” to a particular note

press F7. To assign the “Individual Shapes” to a particular note press F10. The new “WAVE FORMAT” button is active
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